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  املعنى و الصوت بني املناسبة
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Research recap 

Arabic language of modern languages, they grow and develop as 

an organism, and have their own ways and means in enrichment and 

creativity. It is also known as wegmalitha in the expression seamlessly 

spoke louder than their words, and therefore characterized as a musical 

language, because language phenomenon of social and lrgr evolution 

which is inevitable in all languages, whether a was in the case of 

installation of vocabulary, and in generation of new vocabulary with 

audio system governing language there are vocabulary and left it 

disregarded her death after writes of time; disappear from the language 

use, remain motionless in the written language. 

While there are vocabulary appears to exist; born from the womb 

of the language through derivation or localization, or through other 

linguistic enrichment factors. 

Evolution may occur in the same individual, this tribe tend to 

show that sound, and another tribe to hide or minimize its use, and this is 

the result of social influences or environmental intervene in such 

linguistic phenomena, as is the case with the work of the urban 

environment (the traducer) to facilitate either nomadic environment, we 

find that language often tend to achieve humaza or show, and in Koranic 

readings is only dialectal difference between Arabic environments. 

There is a link between words and meaning in the Arabic 

language, reflected in a range of linguistic terms contained in the Qur'an 

which is the Arab statement form, it is the largest Arabic book, 
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representing speech reference when Arabs, arguing eloquently and 

statement. 

In this study tried to sound linguistic semantics showed when 

mentioned in Quran on multiple styles, including the phenomenon of 

sound-refining in already weakened Quartet: earthquake and Crump and 

removed wesarsr and upset etc, repeated sound I and II, becomes the 

sound I and III, II and IV of the same sex. Refining volume may be by 

multiplying the second sound as in close and disconnect and conform to 

them, there are semantic result comes through more votes in the structure 

of the floor, where the building was substantially increased vocabulary 

and meaning, because the increase in building followed by an increase in 

question, such as: acquired, wathakltm and other words. 

Not only in the increased significance at the building, but may be 

in the sound qualities, there is the gain and the pronounced voiced sounds 

and soft technologies and the volatile or persistent or severe, described 

the sound as severe or flabby all affect signal strength or weakness, 

increase or decrease as we see during study. 

Search has assembled in two themes: the first case dealt with in 

refining, was already four theme II: in the audio replacement. 

The idea of appropriate between sound and meaning old; initiated when 

Greece, then moved on to Arab scientists who get linking Word 

connotation pride and admiration by Arabic words, and hence their 

eagerness to reveal secrets and its caches (1). 

Not only was the Arab scientists, some modern was inclined to 

say by the way between words and meanings, Westerners 

(gsbersn) who was who are winning the appropriate ' between 

words and meaning, but he warned that excessive (2). 

Quran remains a wellspring for research and study, and shows where the 

relationship between the sounds of words and coherent meaning; 

compatible with carefully Quran Bell and rhythm sounds, syllables and 

words (4). 

This is an attempt to show what the Holy Quran from the thread 

between linguistic voice and its, I hope that I have succeeded in showing 

the part, was it God Karim thanks charity, and shortened this human 

endeavour, would suffice I worked (and less work, God will see your 

work and his Messenger and the believers), 


